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The EU-OPENSCREEN (EU-OS) European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC) is a multinational,

not-for-profit initiative that integrates high-capacity screening platforms and chemistry groups across Eu-

rope to facilitate research in chemical biology and early drug discovery. Over the years, the EU-OS has as-

sembled a high-throughput screening compound collection, the European Chemical Biology Library

(ECBL), that contains approximately 100000 commercially available small molecules and a growing num-

ber of thousands of academic compounds crowdsourced through our network of European and non-

European chemists. As an extension of the ECBL, here we describe the computational design, quality con-

trol and use case screenings of the European Fragment Screening Library (EFSL) composed of 1056 mini

and small chemical fragments selected from a substructure analysis of the ECBL. Access to the EFSL is

open to researchers from both academia and industry. Using EFSL, eight fragment screening campaigns

using different structural and biophysical methods have successfully identified fragment hits in the last two

years. As one of the highlighted projects for antibiotics, we describe the screening by Bio-Layer Interfer-

ometry (BLI) of the EFSL, the identification of a 35 μM fragment hit targeting the beta-ketoacyl-ACP syn-

thase 2 (FabF), its binding confirmation to the protein by X-ray crystallography (PDB 8PJ0), its subsequent

rapid exploration of its surrounding chemical space through hit-picking of ECBL compounds that contain

the fragment hit as a core substructure, and the final binding confirmation of two follow-up hits by X-ray

crystallography (PDB 8R0I and 8R1V).
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Introduction

Over the last twenty-five years, fragment-based screening has be-
come a well-established drug discovery strategy for hit genera-
tion.1 In contrast to conventional high-throughput screening
(HTS) technologies, fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) re-
lies on screening low numbers of less complex low molecular
weight molecules to find low affinity chemical fragments that
bind with high efficiency to disease-relevant targets.2 In the
event that fragment hits are identified, grow and link strategies
are applied to further optimize fragments into potent small
molecule leads.3,4 The use of FBDD has proven to be a success-
ful approach to generate leads for a wide diversity of proteins
covering all target classes,5 leading to multiple clinical candi-
dates, some of which ultimately resulting in marketed drugs.6

Fragment hits are often efficient protein binders7 but their
small size results usually in weak binding affinities.8 Therefore,
the techniques used to detect fragment binding have to be highly
sensitive at the low μM to mM scale. A range of biophysical
methods such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Surface
Plasmon Resonance (SPR), Grating-Coupled Interferometry (GCI),
Thermal Shift (TS), Microscale Thermophoresis (MTS), Biolayer
Interferometry (BLI), Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC), X-ray
crystallography, and biochemical assays at high concentration
are used to screen purposely designed fragment libraries and to
identify low-affinity binders.9–14 These fragment libraries are usu-
ally provided by chemical vendors or assembled in-house,15 and
they contain small molecules that comply with pre-defined
fragment-like properties, such as the rule-of-three (Ro3),16 but are
also chemically diverse and have high aqueous solubility.17

In this work we introduce a new fragment library developed
by EU-OPENSCREEN (EU-OS), the European Research Infra-
structure Consortium (ERIC) for drug discovery and chemical
biology (https://www.eu-openscreen.eu/services/compound-col-
lection/fragment-library-fbld.html). EU-OS is an international,
distributed non-for-profit initiative that provides high-
throughput screening and medicinal chemistry support to aca-
demia and industry. Beyond its academic network of partners,
EU-OS offers access to the European Chemical Biology Library
(ECBL), a thoroughly designed diversity set consisting of approx-
imately 100000 small molecules selected from commercial
sources.18 Under the framework of the EC-funded project EU-OS
DRIVE, the European Fragment Screening Library (EFSL) poised
to ECBL compounds was designed to facilitate rapid fragment-
to-lead progression. The EFSL is the result of collaborative ef-
forts between EU-OS ERIC researchers (https://www.eu-
openscreen.eu/) with structural biology experts from Instruct
ERIC (https://instruct-eric.org/) and the iNEXT-Discovery
(https://inext-discovery.eu/) consortia. They joined forces to offer
a complete pipeline of services and resources from fragment hit
identification and confirmation to follow-up support on frag-
ment growth and optimization, including access to biochemical
assays and chemoinformatics tools to accelerate chemical probe
discovery and FBDD. By making EFSL available to the worldwide
research community,19 both from academia and industry, we
have been able to collect intrigued and valuable information on

library performance in a variety of projects on multiple diverse
targets over the last two years that is helping us to refine the
composition of EFSL.

Results and discussion
Design criteria of EFSL

To build a library of chemical fragments that has a good rep-
resentativity of ECBL and that it is also easily accessible, the
Enamine Fragment Collection (https://enamine.net/
compound-collections/fragment-collection) was taken into ac-
count as the reference fragment set. The 110 557 chemical
fragments of this collection were used to perform a substruc-
tural search on the 96 096 compounds in ECBL. The search
was done using the RDKit library (https://www.rdkit.org) and
resulted in a preliminary list of 39 440 candidate fragments.

A workgroup comprising members of the EU-OS, Instruct
ERIC and iNext-Discovery consortia agreed on a series of priority
criteria to select the minimum number of candidate fragments
that would represent the widest coverage of ECBL. Additionally,
it was decided to include as many of the 80 minifrags as possi-
ble described by O'Reilly et al.20 Up to 14 of them were found
among the candidate fragments, while another 33 were found
to be similar to a selected fragment (MACCS keys with a
Tanimoto similarity ≥ 0.8). These 47 fragments were directly in-
cluded in the final list. The remaining candidate fragments
were grouped using a Butina clustering,21 as implemented in
RDKit and using a cutoff of 0.1 with MACCS keys as finger-
prints, resulting in 19617 fragment clusters. All fragments in
each cluster were then sorted according to their coverage of EU-
OS compounds (i.e. the number of compounds in the ECBL that
have the fragment as a substructure) and the following priority
criteria were applied to select a fragment within each cluster: i)
diversity: Tanimoto similarity of MACCS keys ≤ 0.7 to any al-
ready selected fragment; ii) coverage: above the 90th percentile
of the ECBL coverage distribution for all fragments; iii) size: mo-
lecular weight (MW) under the 10th percentile of the MW distri-
bution within the cluster; iv) solubility: logP ≤ 3; v) fluorination:
number of fluorine atoms above the 90th percentile of the dis-
tribution of fluorine presence in structures within the cluster.
The application of these criteria led to a selection of 1785 frag-
ment centroids that covered a substructural portion of 87.7% of
the compounds in ECBL.

Finally, to enhance the probability that a chosen fragment
had to be a substructure of multiple ECBL compounds, and
thus assuring multiple follow-up compounds to the chosen frag-
ment, we finally ranked fragments by descending number of
modification vectors. We defined modification vectors as the
number of hydrogens and aromatic halogen atoms contained in
the fragment which could be substituted by a heavy atom with a
single bond. Naturally, not all hydrogens and halogens can be
easily modified by common synthetic routes to replace them
with a heavy atom, so we practically rewarded those fragments
possessing hydrogens attached to heteroatoms [O,N], aromatic
chlorine or bromine (also useful for MS-driven screening22) and
number of fluorine atoms (for NMR-driven screening23).
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Implicitly, this definition also smoothed the obvious tendency
to reward larger fragments against smaller ones. In the end, the
application of all criteria led to a total of 1056 fragments (968
frags and 88 minifrags) that composed the final EFSL. The en-
tire library design protocol is summarized in Fig. 1.

The property profile of the final EFSL composition was calcu-
lated with RDKit and included eight descriptors, namely, molec-
ular weight (MW), heavy atom count (HAC), Wildman–Crippen
logP value (LogP), number of hydrogen-bond donors (HBD) and
acceptors (HBA), topological polar surface area (TPSA), number
of rotational bonds (nRot), and the fraction of sp3 carbon atoms
(fsp3). The boxplot distributions of these eight properties are col-
lected in Fig. 2. As it can be observed, the EFSL is Ro3 compliant
and fit well with the property profiles reported for some of the
most recent fragment libraries developed.24–26 A closer look at
the comparative property profiles of EFSL with the DSi-poised li-
brary from XChem in Oxford24 and F2X library from the Berlin
Synchrotron (BESSY)25 reveals that fragments in EFSL are slightly
smaller than fragments in F2X and DSi-poised (Fig. S1†).

Finally, the presence in the structures of EFSL fragments
of the most common functional groups and linkers in bioac-
tive molecules27–29 was also analyzed (Table S1†). It was
found that each of the top-10 most common functional
groups was present in at least 4.2% of the EFSL collection
(that is, 44 fragments), except for the carboxyl group that was
found to be particularly under-represented (0.3% of EFSL).

Quality control of the EFSL

Screening campaigns can be performed with commercial or
user-defined fragment libraries. However, this requires addi-

tional structure compliance and quality control of fragments,
solubility checks in buffer-of-choice for the target, verification
of fragment concentration, and design of fragment mixtures.
Instead, for standardization within EU-OS and beyond, we
propose to use the defined and verified EFSL that consists of
1056 fragments. For this purpose, we applied NMR methods
and protocols for quality assessment which were previously
utilized with success and benchmarked for fragment
libraries.30

The fragments in EFSL were delivered as 100 mM (or 1000
mM for the minifrags) stock solutions in 100% d6-DMSO. A
working stock of 50 mM (or 500 mM for the minifrags) was
prepared using 90% d6-DMSO and 10% D2O. In order to con-
firm the integrity and also assess the solubility of the frag-
ments, 1H-NMR spectra of the individual fragments with a fi-
nal concentration of 1 mM (or 10 mM for the mini
fragments) in 25 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 150 mM
NaCl, 5% d6-DMSO, and 10 μM sodium trimethyl silyl pro-
pane sulfonate (DSS) at pH 7.5 were acquired. DSS was used
both as an internal chemical reference and quantification
standard. Using our previously established semi-automatic
method of analysis,30 we categorized the fragments as either
“consistent” (QC passed) or “inconsistent” (QC failed).

Out of the initial 1056 compounds, 913 (86.5%) were
deemed “QC passed” and 143 (13.5%) “QC failed” (Fig. 3).
The most common reasons for inconsistency included solu-
bility issues and additional or missing signals in the spectra.
In general, by NMR the concentration of the substance is de-
termined relative to the known concentration of a standard.
To achieve this, a fragment with very good solubility in the
buffer was defined as an Eretic Reference.30 The concentration

Fig. 1 Design flowchart of the EFSL poised to the ECBL.
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Fig. 2 Boxplot distributions of eight properties commonly used to characterise fragment libraries, namely, molecular weight (MW), heavy atom
count (HAC), Wildman–Crippen logP value (LogP), number hydrogen-bond donors (HBD) and acceptors (HBA), topological polar surface area
(TPSA), number of rotational bonds (nRot), and the fraction of sp3 carbon atoms (fsp3). The box defines the interquartile range (IQR) of values. The
lower and upper whiskers show the lowest and highest values that are 1.5 IQR below the first quartile and above the third quartile, respectively.
The orange line marks the median value.

Fig. 3 NMR-based quality control of EFSL. (Left) schematic representation of the workflow and results. (Right) doughnut graph summarizing the
QC results of EFSL.
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of this reference was set to its nominal concentration of 1
mM that was pipetted and using the automated tool Com-
plete Molecular Confidence-assist (CMCa), the concentration
of all other fragments were determined relative to this Eretic
Reference. Accordingly, for the minifrags a second Eretic Refer-
ence was defined, and its nominal concentration set to 10
mM and then used to determine the relative concentration of
the minifrags. All fragments were then clustered into one of
three categories according to their solubility of <0.2 mM,
0.2–0.5 mM, and >0.5 mM, the minifrags stayed as their own
category. It resulted in a population of the three categories of
15 fragments for <0.2 mM, 48 fragments for 0.2–0.5 mM,
and 850 fragments for >0.5 mM. As a result, the identified
poorly soluble fragments (<0.2 mM) and the “QC failed” frag-
ments will be replaced by more stable and soluble fragments
in a future version of the EFSL.

Summary of screening campaigns using the EFSL

The EFSL is available to researchers for fragment screening
projects at several EU-OS and iNEXT-Discovery and/or In-
struct ERIC partners. The open access to EFSL is offered by
the EU-OS ERIC, which acts as a single point of contact for
interested users as outlined in Fig. 4. Depending on the re-
search infrastructure (e.g. EU-OS ERIC or Instruct ERIC),
users are invited to submit a full application indicating the
project idea and main scientific goals. Proposals are sub-
jected to a peer-review evaluation by independent reviewers
to ensure the scientific quality of research. Additionally, users
are requested to submit a user declaration form to EU-OS
ERIC via the online application platform ARIA (https://apply.
eu-openscreen.eu/submit-call/eu-openscreen-fragment-library-
). Specific to the details of the proposals, a project can take
place at one or multiple EU-OS and/or Instruct-ERIC/iNEXT-
Discovery sites. After completion of the fragment screening,
every researcher will be able to quickly follow up fragment
hits by searching the ECBL for small molecules containing
the fragment substructure of one or more fragments. More-
over, users can benefit from the access to EU-OS chemistry
partners to start, in a timely and cost-effective manner, their
fragment-to-lead optimisation projects. Fragment screening
data will be made available to researchers using open access
databases such as ECBD (https://ecbd.eu/).

One of the intrinsic added assets of EFSL lies in its close
link to small molecules available in ECBL, a screening collec-
tion of almost 100 000 diverse commercially available com-
pounds. By consultation of the EU-OS chemistry sites, suit-
able small molecules from ECBL containing the fragment
structures can be quickly tested in the relevant assays. Over
the last three years, several research groups have benefited
from access to EFSL in their screening campaigns and the
statistics on the results obtained are collected in Table 1.

This track record analysis on the use of EFSL highlights
the diversity of applicable screening technologies used and
the variety of hit selection criteria of the projects. Up to five
different techniques were employed in this set of eight
screening projects: two opted for X-ray crystallography as pri-

mary screening technology, another three used BLI, and the
remaining three applied SAXS, NMR, and TS. On average, a
hit rate of 7.1% ± 10.6% was obtained considering all eight
screening campaigns (2.4% ± 1.1% if the three screening
campaigns with significantly lower, 0.1%, and higher, 13.0%
and 31.3%, hit rates are considered as outliers).

One of the first applications of EFSL, albeit without the 88
minifrags, was in the fragment-based crystallographic screen-
ing of the Nsp3 macrodomain of SARS-CoV-2.19 Of the 968
compounds screened, crystal-bound fragments were obtained
for 24 at a concentration of 100 mM. Using this criterion, a
hit rate of 2.5% was obtained. The other screening project
using X-ray crystallography as primary screening technology
aimed at identifying fragment hits for endothiapepsin and
detected 30 hits from a focused selection of 96 fragments
screened (31.25% hit rate). The SAXS project used the full ver-
sion of the EFSL and it identified 19 compounds with over
30% of inhibited confirmation, resulting in a hit rate of
1.8%. The only screening performed using an NMR method-
ology, water-ligand observed gradient spectroscopy (wLOGSY),
screened a subset of EFSL (1017 compounds) and returned
132 hits for binding to Nsp10/16 complex with at least 20%
reduction in signal intensity. This gives a hit rate of 13.0%, a
value that is much higher than the average hit rate observed
over all campaigns, but it is close to the hit rate obtained by
a recent work using the same technique on other fragment li-
braries.26 The hit rate for fragments binding to a catalytic site
of the Nsp10/16 complex was nonetheless considerably less
(0.3%). The antibiotics project using a thermal shift assay
identified 4.4% of the full contents of EFSL to have ΔTm >

Fig. 4 Access to the EFSL and screening services.
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1.5 °C. Finally, for the three screens using BLI, hit rates
ranged between 1.5–2.0% for two of them when considering
fragments binding with a dissociation constant of less than 2
mM. However, one of them returned a hit rate of 0.1%, much
lower than the average hit rate observed over all campaigns.
This low hit rate obtained for PanK could be due to the low
presence in EFSL of fragments containing carboxylic acids (3/
1056), which is precisely the functional group present in the
substrate that is deeply buried in the pocket of the PanK
binding cavity. This is an illustrative example that the use of
EFSL in screening campaigns is providing valuable informa-
tion on the current limitations and directions on further im-
provements of both EFSL and ECBL. Accordingly, future en-
hancements of the EFSL contemplate expanding the current
library with fragments containing carboxyl groups and in-
creasing the presence of fragments with some of the most
common functional groups and linkers present in bioactive
molecules of currently targeted proteins.27–29

Some of the fragment-based screening campaigns summa-
rized in Table 1 took advantage of the poised feature of EFSL and
ordered some fragment-containing compounds present in ECBL
for fast hit follow-up focused activities and exploration of struc-
ture–activity relationships. The results are compiled in Table 2.

Based on the 24 fragment hits that were identified from
the X-ray crystallography screening of EFSL on the Nsp3
macrodomain of SARS-CoV-2, 20 compounds from ECBL were
selected and delivered to Diamond Light Source (XChem
group) for X-ray crystallography. Since the objective was to
identify larger molecules with more potent affinities, at-
tempts to obtain crystal-bound compounds were made using
a concentration of 1 mM (100 times less than the original
fragment hits). Unfortunately, this resulted in no hits for this
project, an outcome that is not uncommon in real-case sce-
narios of unconventional protein targets and that deserve to
be reported. The same outcome was obtained for the 51 com-
pounds that were ordered from ECBL for the antibiotics E.
coli enzyme. In contrast, 20 follow-up compounds from ECBL
were also ordered for the endothiapepsin project and in this
case 2 hits were found to have higher occupancy of the ligand
in the crystal (using POLDER maps) compared to the frag-
ment (using PanDDA maps), which is often qualitatively asso-
ciated with having higher affinity. Finally, the FabF project
discussed above selected 147 compounds from ECBL and this
action identified 7 molecules with KD values below 100 μM,
four of them with slightly more potent affinities than the
original fragment hit (vide infra).

Table 1 Summary of fragment screening campaigns that have used EFSL in the last three years

Target and/or
disease area

No. of
fragments
screened

Primary
screening
technology Hit criteria No. of hitse Hit rate (%)

Validation
technique

Nsp3 macrodomain of
SARS-CoV-2 (ref. 19)

968a X-ray crystallography Crystal-bound fragment
at 100 mM

24 2.5% X-ray
crystallography

Endothiapepsin 96b X-ray crystallography Crystal-bound fragment
at 100 mM as determined
by PanDDA maps

30 31.3% X-ray
crystallography

Antibiotics E. coli
enzyme

1056 Small-angle X-ray
scattering

30% of inhibited
conformation

19 1.8% Enzyme kinetics:
NADH formation
monitored by UV
absorbance

Nsp10/16
complex/infectious
diseases

1017c NMR (wLOGSY, T1ρ) WaterLOGSY – signal sign
change T1ρ – at least 20%
reduction in signal intensity

132/3
(catalytic site)

13.0%/0.3%
(catalytic site)

Binders competitive
with sinefungin

Threonyl t-RNA
synthetase/antibiotics

1056 Thermal shift assay ΔTm > 1.5 °C 46 4.4% N/A

FabF/infectious
diseases

1047d Bio-Layer
Interferometry

KD < 2 mM 17 1.6% X-ray
crystallography

FabB/infectious
diseases

1047d Bio-Layer
Interferometry

KD < 2 mM 20 1.9% X-ray
crystallography

PanK/infectious
diseases

1047d Bio-Layer
Interferometry

KD < 2 mM 1 0.1% N/A

a EFSL without the 88 minifrags. b Minimum representative selection of EFSL without the 88 minifrags. c Thirty-seven compounds were found
insoluble and thus, not tested. d Nine compounds were not supplied. e Number of hits according to the hit criteria for each screening
campaign.

Table 2 Follow-up ordering of ECBL compounds after successful fragment screening campaigns using EU-OS FBS

Project/target Technique
ECBL compounds
requested ECBL binders identified

Hit rate
(%)

Nsp3 macrodomain of SARS-CoV-2 X-ray crystallography 20 0 crystal-bound compounds at 1 mM 0.0%
Endothiapepsin X-ray crystallography 20 2 (as determined by POLDER maps) 10.0%
Antibiotics E. coli enzyme Small-angle X-ray scattering 51 0 0.0%
FabF/infectious diseases Bio-layer interferometry 147 7 with KD < 100 μM 4.8%
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Fragment hit identification and follow-up against PaFabF

There is an urgent need for new antibiotics, in particular
against P. aerugionosa and other Gram-negative bacteria.31 A
promising target is beta-ketoacyl-ACP synthase 2 (FabF)
which is part of the fatty acid synthesis pathway.32–34 In an ef-
fort to fuel drug discovery, we screened the EFSL against
FabF from P. aeruginosa (PaFabF) using BLI. BLI is, like SPR,
a label-free biosensing technology. Compared to SPR, BLI has
found little use in the literature for small molecule research,
but some screening campaigns have been reported.35–36 Fur-
ther, we have shown that BLI is suitable for affinity determi-
nation of FabF ligands.37 Potent natural product inhibitors of
FabF, such as platensimycin, bind to the acyl-bound interme-
diate state of the enzyme. Thus, our screening efforts in-
cluded the use of the intermediate state mimicking C164A
mutant described earlier in addition to the w.t. enzyme.37,38

Fragments in EFSL were screened at a concentration of 500
μM using 96-well plates in a single point assay format. Both
FabF variants were biotinylated and loaded to super streptavidin
sensors (SSA). Biocytin blocked SSA sensors served as reference
sensors. To validate the assay performance, platencin was used
as control after each screening plate. In the subsequent data
analysis, the mean binding response of all compounds to the
reference sensors was determined and those having a response
outside one standard deviation (1 STD) of the mean were
rejected, leaving 617 compounds for further processing. As hit
threshold, a response of at least the mean + 1 STD against FabF
loaded double referenced sensor signals was chosen.

The hit lists from FabF w.t. and FabF C164A were joined and
after visual inspection of the raw data, 74 compounds with
values above the hit threshold (hit rate of 7.1%) were identified
and progressed to dose–response experiment. Of those, 17 com-
pounds (Table S2†) gave a KD lower than 2 mM (confirmed hit
rate of 1.6%) against either the C164A or w.t. loaded sensors
(Fig. S2†). One of them, fragment hit 1 (EOS102727), exhibited
good affinity (KD = 9.8 μM) and selectivity to the mutant enzyme
over the w.t., indicating binding close to the modified catalytic
triad (Fig. S2†), and it was subsequently repurchased for
retesting in triplicate and further validation using X-ray crystal-
lography. The repurchased material of this compound gave a KD

= 35 μM for FabF C164A while no binding to the w.t. up to a
concentration of 2.5 mM was detectable (Fig. 5).

The cocrystal structure of 1 with FabF C164A was determined
at 1.5 Å resolution (Fig. 6a and b, Table S4†). A clear electron
density was obtained that allowed to place the ligand
unambigously. Based on the binding mode, several favourable
interactions with the FabF binding site. The oxygen of the
pyrazolone carbonyl was placed in the oxyanion hole formed be-
tween the Phe400 and Ala164 backbone amide nitrogen atoms
also known to harbour the alcohol of the covalently bound in-
hibitor cerulenin39 as well as the thioester oxygen of the natural
acyl substrates40 (Fig. 6c and d). The aliphatic amide oxygen of
1 formed a hydrogen bond with the side chains of the catalytic
His304 and His341, comparable to the interactions of the car-
boxylate group of platensimycin,37 while the amide nitrogen
participated in a water network anchored to the Thr271 back-
bone via HOH235. The extended network was centred around
HOH264, which formed a direct interaction with the Gly399
backbone, and water-bridged interactions to the Asp266 and
Asn404 side chains and the His169 backbone (Fig. 6c). The phe-
nyl group formed two T-shaped stacking interactions to the ad-
jacent Phe203 and Phe400.

While compound 1 makes several key interactions found
in known potent inhibitors (Fig. 6d), it occupies the same
space as the acyl substrate and cerulenin and it is neither
binding the w.t. or the acyl intermediate (data not shown).
Covalent binding of the catalytic cysteine to the acyl substrate
induces a rotation of Phe400, resulting in a more accessible
binding site, which is mimicked by C164A. To accommodate
a ligand like 1 in the w.t. receptor, we hypothesise that a co-
valent attack would need to take place between Cys164 and
an electrophilic analogue of 1. Efforts are ongoing to synthe-
size such a compound.

Subsequent hit expansion was rapidly undertaken by virtually
screening the ECBL collection for analogues. This revealed 147
compounds containing the same dimethyl-phenyl-pyrazolone
motif as found in the hit with variation in the pyrazolone 4-posi-
tion. All 147 compounds were tested at 100 μM using the BLI as-
say (five times less than the concentration used in the fragment
screening). Twelve compounds were progressed to a dose–re-
sponse experiment, from which seven compounds had KD

Fig. 5 a) BLI sensogram of fragment hit 1 binding to PaFabF C164A. The dashed red line indicates the start of the dissociation step. b) Steady-
state plot fitted to the responses of three independent experiments using exclusively repurchased material of fragment hit 1.
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values below 100 μM and showed selective binding to the
C164A mutant (Table S3 and Fig. S3†). Four of them were found
to have slightly more potent affinities than fragment hit 1.

Repurchased material for the two compounds that showed clean
binding curves, hits 2 (EOS69423) and 3 (EOS21030), gave KD
values of 19 and 23 μM, respectively (Table 3 and Fig. S4†).

Fig. 6 Binding of fragment hit 1 (EOS102727, yellow) to PaFabF C164A (PDB ID 8PJ0). a) |Fo − Fc| omit map of 1 binding to PaFabF C164A,
contoured at 3.0 sigma. b) Solvent accessible surface using residues 4 Å from ligand 1. c) Interactions between 1 (yellow) and PaFabF C164A
(green). Putative hydrogen bonds and π–π interactions are displayed as yellow dotted lines. d) Binding modes of 1 overlayed with the binding
modes of platensimycin (magenta), PDB ID 7OC1, and cerulenin (teal), PDB ID 4LS8.

Table 3 Dissociation constants and ligand efficiency of EFSL hit 1 and ECBL compounds 2 and 3

# PaFabF C164A KD [μM]
Ligand efficiency
[in kcal mol−1 per heavy atom]

1 35 ± 1 0.29

2 19 ± 3 0.27

3 23 ± 2 0.23
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Ligand efficiencies (in kcal mol−1 per heavy atom) for hits 2 and
3 are 0.27 and 0.23, respectively, slightly below the ligand effi-
ciency for the original fragment hit 1 (0.29).

The cocrystal structures of compound 2 and 3 with FabF
C164A were determined at 1.5 Å and 2.1 Å resolution, respec-
tively (Fig. 7a). The binding modes of the phenyl–pyrazolone
moieties of 2 and 3 were identical to the mode determined
for hit 1 (Fig. 7b). The aniline group of 2 was placed in the
same position and adopted the same interactions as a water
molecule found in the structure of 1 (HOH264, Fig. 6c),
namely a direct hydrogen bond to the carbonyl group of
Gly399 and water-mediated hydrogen bonds to Asp266,
His269 and Asn404 (Fig. 7c). The water molecule found to
bridge the amide nitrogen of 1 to Thr271 (HOH325, Fig. 6c)
was not present in the complex with 2. Thus, the amide
group of 2 lacked a hydrogen-bonding partner, which might
explain the marginal affinity gain observed for 2 compared to
1, despite 2 forming more extend hydrogen bonds with the
receptor. In contrast, 3 did not form any additional hydrogen
bonds with FabF C164A, but instead the anisolyl group ex-
tended deeper into the pocket and displaced three structural
water molecules that were found in this area in the com-
plexes with 1 and 2 (Fig. 7d).

Conclusions

We have introduced a new library of 1056 chemical fragments
(EFSL) that was purposely designed to facilitate follow-up frag-
ment hit optimization activities through a direct substructural
connection with a high-throughput screening library (ECBL)
of almost 100 000 compounds from commercial vendors and
academic partners of the EU-OS ERIC initiative. Both com-
pound collections are openly accessible to the scientific com-
munity and examples of their use in screening campaigns,
with a range of diverse screening technologies, have demon-
strated the successful application in the identification of frag-
ment hits for unconventional protein targets as well as in the
fragment progressibility and generation of structure–activity
relationships in fast follow-up activities. Besides performance
assessments, the general use of EFSL in those screening cam-
paigns provided valuable information on the current
strengths, limitations and future improvements of EFSL. In
addition, these insights will help us to gain a better under-
standing of the capacities of ECBL. We will strive to continue
supporting worldwide efforts on chemical biology and drug
discovery by aligning the expansion of both collections with
the feedback received from an increasing number of users.

Fig. 7 Binding of ECBL compounds 2 and 3 to PaFabF C164A (PDB ID 8R0I and 8R1V, respectively). a) |Fo − Fc| omit map of 2 (top) and 3 (bottom)
binding to PaFabF C164A contoured at 3.0 sigma. b) Alignment of binding modes of 1 (yellow), 2 (magenta) and 3 (cyan) together with solvent
accessible surface of the binding site using residues 6 Å from ligand 3. For clarity, only selected interacting residues from the complex PaFabF
C164A-1 are shown (green). c) Interactions between 2 (magenta) and PaFabF C164A (green). Putative hydrogen bonds and π–π interactions are
displayed as yellow dotted lines. d) Binding mode of 3 (cyan) together with three water molecules that were found in the complexes with 1 and 2
but displaced by 3 (HOH392, 145 and 163, numbering from PaFabF C164A-1).
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Materials and methods
NMR-based quality control of the EFSL

Preparation of working stock 96-well plates. From the 100
mM delivered stock solutions, 25 μL were diluted with 25 μL
80% d6-DMSO/20% D2O to a final concentration of 50 mM.
25 μL were transferred to a new 96-well plate. The 96-well
plate was placed on a shaker and mixed for 10 min at 37 °C.
Afterwards, the plate was briefly centrifuged and sealed with
an adhesive foil. The original stock solutions were stored at
−20 °C, while the new transferred plates were stored at 4 °C.

Preparation of samples and NMR tubes. Taking out the 50
mM stock 96-well plates and placing them on a heated
shaker at 37 °C, they were mixed for 20 min. After being
briefly centrifuged, the adhesive foil was removed and 1 μL
of each fragment stock solution was pipetted into the corre-
sponding 96-well on a new plate. Column 12 of each plate
was filled with 80% d6-DMSO/20% D2O. The working stock
96-well plates were resealed and put back into the 4 °C fridge.
49 μL of protein screening buffer/d6-DMSO mixture were
added to each fragment. The protein screening buffer con-
sists of 25 mM NaPi, 150 mM NaCl, 5% d6-DMSO, and 10 μM
DSS at pH 7.5. Each 96-well contains 1 mM fragment with
5% d6-DMSO in protein screening buffer. All wells were thor-
oughly mixed with a multichannel pipette, sealed with adhe-
sive foil, and briefly centrifuged. The 96-well plates were
placed onto the robot tray and the pipetting robot transferred
40 μL of each fragment into 1.7 mm NMR tubes. These were
centrifuged, sealed, and placed into a 4 °C fridge until data
acquisition. For the minifrags plate, a 10 mM fragment, 5%
d6-DMSO solution was prepared in protein screening buffer.
200 μL final volume were transferred by the pipetting robot
into 3 mm NMR tubes, centrifuged, sealed, and placed into a
4 °C fridge until data acquisition. For necessary remeasures
of normal sized fragments, a 1 mM fragment, 5% d6-DMSO
solution was prepared in protein screening buffer and 200 μL
final volume were transferred by the pipetting robot into 3
mm NMR tubes, centrifuged, sealed, and placed into a 4 °C
fridge until data acquisition.

NMR measurement conditions. All 1056 fragments were
measured at the same 600 MHz spectrometer at 298 K. 781
Fragments were measured in 1.7 mm tubes, 275 fragments in
3 mm tubes. Using Bruker's Complete Molecular Confidence
for quantification tool (CMCq), a 1H 1D spectrum was auto-
matically acquired for all fragments and correlated with the
corresponding chemical structure of each fragment.

Automatic fragment characterisation using CMCa in Top-
Spin. All 1H 1D spectra were referenced on DMSO and using
the “Batch Analysis” function of Bruker's CMC-assist (CMCa),
each 96-well plate was automatically processed, and a consis-
tency check conducted. Using these defined impurities, the
automatic consistency check ran successful for all plates.
This gave an initial impression for each fragment and
categorised all into either “consistent” or “inconsistent”.

Expert review in CMCa. To verify the automatic analysis,
each fragment was assessed and carefully checked by a NMR

expert. Fragments that passed the automatic analysis as “con-
sistent” were double checked to be indeed “consistent”. This
involved judging the multiplicity of the signals, their shape
and ppm value compared to the prediction, and the sum of
the integrals to be adding up with the number of protons. If
the fragment stayed “consistent”, it got labelled as “consis-
tent expert” in CMCa, giving the option to show that each
fragment was individually verified. In case the automatic
analysis labelled a fragment “inconsistent”, the reason for
the inconsistency was noted down in the “Result Summary”
for that fragment and the state changed to “inconsistent ex-
pert”. The most common reasons for inconsistency were solu-
bility issues (59% of all inconsistent), too many additional
signals in either aliphatic or aromatic region (20%), or failure
in water suppression (10%).

BLI screening

The DNA sequence coding for PaFabF C164A was synthesized
and cloned into pET-28a-TEV vectors by Genscript (New Jer-
sey). The protein was purified and expressed using the same
protocol as described for PaAviFabF C164A.37 BLI measure-
ments were performed using an Octet RED96 instrument
(FortéBio) at a constant temperature of 298 K. Wells
contained a total volume of 200 μL liquid. The biotinylated
proteins at a concentration of 500 μg mL−1 in assay buffer [1×
PBS, 0.0001% (v/v) TritonX100, 5 mM DTT, 5% (v/v) DMSO]
were immobilised onto super streptavidin (SSA) biosensors
(FortéBio) as described earlier.36 Fragment DMSO stocks were
transferred to polypropylene 96-well F-Bottom microplates
(Greiner Bio-One) using a Mosquito liquid handler and buffer
was added to a final concentration of 500 μM fragment in 1×
PBS, pH = 7.4, 0.0001% (v/v) TritonX100, 5 mM DTT, 5% (v/v)
DMSO in all wells besides the outer ones (rows A, H and col-
umns 1, 12) which only contained buffer. Binding of frag-
ments to PaAviFabF C164A, PaAviFabF and w.t. and biocytin
blocked reference sensors was measured one at the time by a
series of sequential steps. The screening of each plate was
initiated by a 300 s washing step of the sensors in buffer,
followed by an alternating sequence of measuring 30 s base-
line (buffer), 30 s association (fragment containing well) and
30 s dissociation (buffer) for all compound-containing wells.
12 plates containing a total of 1047 fragments were screened
in this fashion, while a plate containing platencin at a con-
centration of 5 μM was run after every fragment plate, serving
as a positive control against the FabF C164A and negative
control against the w.t. sensors. The average Z′ factor calcu-
lated per plate was 0.41. The BLI responses were single-well
referenced and imported into KNIME41 (v. 4.3.1). To remove
binders with strong response to the biocytin loaded reference
sensors the mean single well referenced response of these
single well referenced sensors was calculated, and the cut off
was set to mean ± 1 STD. Fragments with a higher or lower
response than this range were excluded from further analysis.
Double referenced responses of the remaining fragments
were obtained by subtracting the response of biocytin loaded
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sensors from protein loaded sensors. These were averaged
over all fragments per receptor (FabF w.t. or FabF C164A) and
the hit threshold was set to mean + 1 STD. The hit lists for
FabF C164A and FabF w.t. were joined and after visual in-
spection of the raw data, 74 compounds were progressed to 5
concentration dose–response follow-up ranging from 500 to
31.25 μM using 1 : 1 dilution and an alternating sequence of
30 s baseline, 30 s association and 30 s dissociation steps.
Double referencing against biocytin sensors were applied and
the last 5 seconds of the association step was used to deter-
mine responses using the FortéBio software. 17 compounds
gave a KD lower than 2 mM against either FabF variant (Table
S2 and Fig. S2†).

Screening of ECBL compounds

Tanimoto similarities between fragment hit 1 and all com-
pounds in the ECBL collection were calculated using radial
fingerprints in Canvas (https://www.schrodinger.com/
training/canvas). A threshold of 0.24 was chosen resulting in
147 compounds where all structures retained the phenyl-
pyrazolone core scaffold. The set was screened as described
above for fragments but a fragment compound concentration
of 100 μM and DMSO concentration of 1% was used. 12 com-
pounds were advanced to a 10-concentration dose–response
experiment ranging from 125 to 0.24 μM in 1.25% DMSO.

KD determination for compounds 1–3

KD values were determined as the average of three experi-
ments using the last 5 seconds of the association step of
FabF C164A responses double referenced against biocytin re-
sponses. Steady state plots were obtained using GraphPad
(Fig. S2 and S3†). Reported errors are standard errors. The
repurchased hits were measured as 8 concentration 1 : 1 dilu-
tions ranging from 1250 to 9.77 μM for hit 1, and 500 to 1.96
μM for hit 2 and 3. Ligand efficiencies were calculated using
LE = −RT ln(KD)/N, where T is 298.15 K, R is the gas constant
1.9872 cal K−1 mol−1 and N is the number of non-H atoms.7

Chemical compounds

Fragment 1 was purchased from Crea-Chim UAB, whereas
compounds 2 and 3 were purchased from Enamine Ltd and
ChemBridge Corporation, respectively.

X-ray crystallography of the fragment–protein complex

For ligand 1 purified PaFabF C164A (9.2 mg mL−1) was mixed
with well buffer (35% PEG 3350, 0.24 M ammonium formate)
at 0.6:0.3 μL drop ratio. For ligands 2 and 3 PaFabF C164A
(10 mg mL−1) was mixed with well buffer at 0.4:0.2 μL drop
ratio. Drops were let to equilibrate at 25 °C using the vapor
diffusion, sitting drop technique. Crystals were observed
within 12 hours and crystals growth continued for up to 2
days. For soaking of compound 1, 100 nL of ligand solution
(50 mM in DMSO) was added in the crystal drop and let to
equilibrate for a maximum of 30 minutes. For compound 2,

300 nL of ligand solution (10 mM in DMSO) was added to
the drop and let to equilibrate for 30 minutes while for com-
pound 3, crystals were dipped into the ligand solution (10
mM in DMSO) for 30 seconds. Soaked crystals were then
fished and frozen in liquid nitrogen. X-ray data were col-
lected at 100 K at the P11 beamline, DESY synchrotron radia-
tion facility in Hamburg, Germany for ligand 1, and at the
ESRF beamline ID30B for compounds 2 and 3. X-ray diffrac-
tion images were processed using the auto process pipelines
provided by the beamline. Dimple42 from the CCP4i2 suite43

was used for molecular replacement using the PDB 4JB6 as
input model. The modelled structures were manually
inspected and corrected using Coot,44 while ref. 45 was used
for the refinement of the crystal structures (Table S4†).
Atomic coordinates have been deposited in the PDB (8PJ0,
8R0I and 8R1V) and they will be released upon publication of
the article.

Accession codes

Coordinates and structure factures have been deposited at
the PDB with the corresponding structure identification code:
8PJ0 (fragment hit 1), 8R0I (hit 2) and 8R1V (hit 3). The au-
thors will release the atomic coordinates upon article
publication.
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